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Nail stamper seeks tooling
tough as nails
Powernail, a manufacturer of hardwood
flooring nails, was looking for a way to
extend the life of the die sets it used to
stamp 1 billion L-cleats and E-cleats
annually, because their short lifespans
were requiring too many changeouts.

Tungsten carbide tooling adds true grit
owernail is a Zurich, Ill.-based
manufacturer of hardwood flooring nails, also called “blind” nails
(hardware that is invisible after the hardwood flooring has been installed). The
company stamps 1 billion of these L-cleats
and E-cleats from flat 0.062-inch steel annually. Tom Anstett, owner and president, is
the second-generation owner of the company his father and uncle established 65
years ago.
Anstett was looking to improve the lifespan of the high-speed stamping dies his
company used to stamp the hardware.
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“We had been using the same kind of
tooling for almost 10 years, and about a
year ago I noticed that our punches and dies
were lasting for different lengths of time,”
Anstett explained. “Both had relatively short
lifespans that were causing us to perform
too many changeouts.
“We’re always looking at ways to improve
our operating efficiency, and this was one
area where I felt we could make a change
that would be to our advantage,” he added.
Anstett contacted a number of tooling material manfacturers to help with the
problem.

Analyzing Failure
One of the companies Anstett consulted,
General Carbide, performed engineering
and metallurgical reviews of the application, which indicated that the punches were
degrading prematurely because the tooling carbide grade was unable to withstand
modern production methods. Specifically,
the tungsten grain size was too small to provide the necessary strength, and the material composition contained too much cobalt
binder.
Additionally, the punch and die sets had
not been treated with additives to minimize
corrosion caused by stamping fluids, further
intensifying the wear problem. Both inadequacies thwarted the use of EDM without
damaging the tooling. The net result was
that Powernail could not take advantage
of the quicker machining process to yield
better tooling for the company’s highspeed
stamping application.
Hitting the Nail on the Head
To remedy the problem, General Carbide
developed a plan to use two of its proprietary formulations that have a unique microstructure and antigalling additives—one
grade formulation for the die sections, and
one grade formulation for the punches. Both
are formulated to withstand wire EDM.
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These formulations consist of coarsegrain tungsten particles, contain less binder
than the material used previously, and have a
higher percentage of corrosion-resistant additives. The material composition improves
the strength and wear resistance. Tests were
conducted to verify that the formulations
would allow Powernail to increase tooling
life.

Since switching to tungsten carbide tooling
developed by General Carbide, the company
has found that its punch and die sets are
lasting four times longer than the old die sets,
productivity has increased, and the quality of
the hardwood flooring nails has improved.
To confirm with absolute certainty that
the tooling material could stamp every
grade of steel and stainless steel the company used to stamp its L-cleats and E-cleats,
General Carbide and Powernail conducted
tests on all the work materials. “The results
have been excellent,” Anstett said.
After seeing the results of the trial runs,
Anstett switched to General Carbide’s tungsten carbide tooling.
The high-speed stamping dies that Powernail now uses to manufacture the cleats
are made of GC-411CT. This corrosionresistant grade of tungsten carbide tooling
has high lubricity and resistance to galling

in wear areas resulting from its tantalum
carbide (TaC) content. Its high toughness
and excellent overall wear properties make
it a good match for the dies Powernail depends on to stamp its hardwood flooring
nails.
Since the change, Powernail’s dies last
four times longer than the old ones did,
and they are able to produce higher-quality
nails. Instead of tooling changes occurring
in a matter of hours, they now take place at
intervals measured in days.
General Carbide also assisted Anstett
with wire EDM machine selection. The
unit selected has anti-electrolysis circuitry
to minimize surface degradation and susceptibility to rust and corrosion. The recast layer has been dramatically reduced
from thousandths of an inch to just a few
ten-thousandths of an inch. More than 90
percent of the damage previously occurring during EDM has been eliminated.
Previously Powernail had to grind
blanks by hand instead of relying on wire
EDM for that function, which took considerable time away from production-related
activities. The tungsten carbide blanks
the company purchases are finish-ground
by the material manufacturer so that
Powernail does not have to do it. Anstett
estimates that this saves his company 600
hours a year in grinding work.
In addition, Powernail’s new stamping
punches and dies have reduced tooling
costs by 50 percent because they don’t need
to be changed as frequently. Parts are now
burr-free, and operators can run multiple
presses when necessary. With manufacturing operations firmly under control, Powernail has been able to explore options for
additional automation and concentrate on
R&D more extensively than ever. SJ
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The Die Sections
To produce the die sections, General Carbide
used GC-411CT, a premium tungsten carbide
(WC) material featuring a proprietary crystal
structure that has a perfect stoichiometric
balance of 6.13% carbon.

Key Properties are:
> 88.0 – 89.0 HRa
> Average Transverse Rupture Strength –
490,000 psi
> Average Grain Size – 4.5 micron
> Excellent Galling Resistance
> High Corrosion Resistance
> Excellent Wear Resistance
GC-411CT is ideal for:
> Medium & Large WEDM Dies
> Gear Dies & Cores
> Any application requiring outstanding
Wear & Corrosion Resistance properties
The Punches
To manufacture the punches, General Carbide
used GC-415CT, a premium WC material that is
ideal for high-impact applications.

Key Properties are:
> 87.4 – 88.4 HRa
> Average Transverse Rupture Strength –
450,000 psi
> Average Grain Size – 4.0 micron
> Excellent Shock & Impact Strength
> Excellent Fracture Toughness
GC-415CT is ideal for applications involving:
> Medium & XL WEDM Dies
> Extreme Toughness
> Complex Internal Shapes
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